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Water only can go down

Sun Myung Moon
September 23, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Jeong Gung on 8.26 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a video clip of the web page Peace TV. This translation cannot be published
as definitive texts and should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words.
However, they do provide a good idea of the “spirit” of the message. — Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

172 faith leaders from the US participated at the meeting that day.

“What you can contribute to your homeland and heavenly nation are indemnity conditions. Without indemnity
(conditions), one cannot make things right turning them upside down.”

“Water only can go down and can’t go up. But when it disappears it can go up. How? In the form of vapor. Who
said give and take action first? It is me.”

“Say ‘Seon’, good. What is Seon? You would say Seon is a ‘line,'(Katsumi: Seon can be interpreted in various
ways. One of them is line.) or something that is opposite to bad. Seon is to connect two things. Odd numbers will
disappear and even numbers won’t.”

“With whom did Eve fall? God’s younger brother, who is Lucifer.”

“Do you love me or like me?” (We love you.)

“In order to join Wonmo Peace and Love Foundation, one must donate $3.2 million with your tribe, and then it
will become the foundation for True Parents’ ideal of establishing a heavenly nation. (It will help) the educational
system, to train the military, to develop technology, etc. that have never seen before.

Here we have 172 faith leaders and you can help but recognize that Korea is God’s fatherland. Who made such
environments? You do not know the words Realm of Resonance which Heaven taught.”

(Calling 12 pairs of Korean and American to the front.) (To Americans) “Since Korea is God’s fatherland, it stands
in the position of the elder son. Even after you go back to the US, you need to bring these Koreans with you, and
putting Koreans in front of you, you have to follow them. You are 12 (couples of) brothers. How many children do
I have? I ordered two of them, Hyung Jin and Kook Jin as Itinerary Workers for 120 nations in the world.”

“When True Parents go to the spirit world, people in the physical word and spirit will join them together at Hoon
Dok Hae. Then east in the spirit world and east on earth will become opposite. There is the sun in the spirit world
like we have it on earth, and it rises up from the east.

(For 172 faith leaders) “In order to join Wonmo Peace and Love Foundation, one must donate $3.2 million to
participate before one dies. This is the funds for your descendants to live in the shining fatherland of liberation.”
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